L’Chayim
1st November - 31st December 2018
23rd Cheshvan - 23rd Tevet 5779
Date

Parasha /Event

Service Leader

Reading

About

3rd Nov.
Saturday

Shabbat
Blessing for Kislev

Jennie Ferrario
( from Menorah
Synagogue)

Chayyei Sarah.
Genesis 23:1-20

Death of Sarah; Burial in
Hebron

10th Nov.
Saturday

Shabbat
Remembrance Day
Service

Susan Fox

Tol’dot.
Genesis 25:19-26:5

Birth of Jacob and Esau;
selling of birthright

16th Nov.
Friday
Chavurah

Erev Shabbat
Fortune
at the Goldthorpe’s
Chamberlain
Brenda Dinsdale visit.

17th Nov.
Saturday
Chavurah

Brenda Dinsdale
visit ( see within)

Fortune
Chamberlain

Va-yeitzei.
Genesis 28:10-29:20

Jacob’s dream and stone
of memorial

24th Nov.
Saturday

Shabbat

Fortune
Chamberlain

Va-yishlach
Genesis 32:4-30

Jacob wrestles with
messenger of God

1st
December
Saturday

Shabbat

Matt Suher

Va-yeishev
Genesis 37:1-22

Dreams of the young
Joseph

2nd
December
Sunday

Chanukah
commences at sunset
-the first candle is lit.

8th
December
Saturday

Shabbat
Chanukah with
donuts and dreidels

Dr Stephen Waldek
(from Menorah
Synagogue)

Mikkeitz
Genesis 41:25-49
Blessing for Tevet,
Machar Chodesh

Joseph interprets
Pharaoh’s dreams

9th,
December,
2pm, Sunday.

Marc Levy
The Jewish
Leadership Council

See details within

15th Dec.
Saturday

Shabbat

Mina AbramHebblethwaite

Va-yiggash
Genesis 44:18-45:7

Joseph reveals true
identity.

22nd Dec.
29th Dec.
Saturdays

We regret there
will be no
services

Refreshments are available from 10.30am., on Saturdays. Please ensure these are not taken into
services. Services start punctually 11am on Saturdays, 7pm Friday nights.
Please ensure mobile phones are switched to not disturb the
service.
Please mention to the wardens prior to the commencement of the service any special prayers or inclusions you wish for in the service.
Chavurah meals are always vegetarian.- please bring something suitable for this community meal so
that your kindness can be shared by all.
Thank you for your cooperation.

Newspaper of the Southport & District Reform Synagogue, GATES OF PEACE

For those receiving L’Chayim by e-mail, you can print off your own calendar for display at home.

On occasions when we are unable to offer a service, we have been advised
we can go to The Home ( 81 Albert Road) to attend the service there. If
you wish to attend, you must contact Mr Brian King (Chairman of the
Home), tel. 01704 565621, no later than Thursday afternoon prior to the
service for security reasons. The home is orthodox, men and married
women will need to cover their heads.

Member of the Movement
for Reform Judaism

Synagogue Office:
Lisa Sachs
(Administrator Wed & Fri 10am-3pm),
Princes Street,
Southport, PR8 1EG
Tel.& Fax.

Registered Charity 227576

e mail : southportsynagogue@gmail.com
website: www.southportreform.org.uk

Southport Reform Shul

01704 535950
EMERGENCIES: contact the office: if it is closed, there is a directive answer machine.
The Sternberg Centre
home to the Movement
for Reform Judaism

General Enquires:
02083495724
www.reformjudaism.org.uk

Rabbinic Support
Although the synagogue does not have a full time Rabbi, we do have Rabbinic
support and of course the co-operation of other nearby communities.
Rabbi Norman Zalud now offers the synagogue pastoral support for personal
issues. Rabbi Robert Ash offers support to our services and for Jewish learning.
Rabbi Elf supports our services on request. Student Rabbis will continue to support
our synagogue for services and education, thanks to Reform Judaism.
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Editorial

It has been quite hectic at the

Synagogue and our bumper edition of this L’Chayim reflects this activity.
We have some interesting articles about the High
Holy Days.We are indebted to both of our Student
Rabbis, Iris and Peter for their contribution. Our
festivals are like buses, you wait for ages and then
they come together - Sukkot followed by Simchat Torah. We have some great
photographs to show you of these festivals. Dr Waldek kindly contributed his
Sukkot sermon. We can also include Joan Brooke’s 80th birthday. It doesn’t stop
there, though. There is a report on the superb, special musical shabbat we have
had. It was nice to see such a good turn out for that event.
Selwyn and Gillian Goldthorpe,
editors of L’Chayim

We have some coverage of events to come. Remembrance Shabbat. Brenda Dinsdale, from Newcastle Reform Synagogue is an engaging speaker- she will be with
us again.
There is the promise of a good Sunday afternoon of discussion with the Jewish
Leadership Council, Marc Levy, coming to talk with us. Politics. Opinion.
All are covered within this edition. Do read the Chairman’s page on the wider
implications of Reform Jewish life around
Southport.
Sadly, we report death of of two Jewish people associated
withSouthport life. May their memory be a blessing.

Follow the synagogue on Facebook.
What better way to stay in contact with your friends?
Become a Facebook friend of the Southport & District
Reform Synagogue. Circulate your photographs of our
events and get togethers.
Make new friends. Keep in contact.
Facebook :

Southport Reform Shul
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Remember Remembrance Day
Shabbat 10th November . In our
synagogue.
Sunday 11th November.
There will be a wreath laying on behalf of AJEX ( The Association
of Jewish Ex Service People ) which takes place at the Monument
on Lord Street, Southport. The Service usually starts around
10-30am with the Minute’s Silence at 11 am. Michael Braham will
be laying wreaths on behalf of AJEX and the Royal Family.
A Jewish presence would be greatly appreciated.

Did you know …
A 100-year-old poppy seller
is to have a set of
commemorative pins
released in his name.
Ron Jones, from Bassaleg,
Newport, served in World War
Two and has been selling
poppies for more than 30
years.
Mr Jones, who turns 101 in
April, was awarded a British Empire Medal in 2017.
Now the Royal British Legion has decided to honour his work by
releasing the pins in his name as part of the 2018 poppy appeal.
Mr Jones was captured while serving in the 1st Battalion of the
Welsh Regiment during World War Two, and was sent to forced
labour camp E715, part of the Auschwitz complex.
The Princes Street Table Tennis Club, that meets in our Synagogue, have
sent a message of support to us following the terrible shooting at the
Pittsburgh Synagogue in the USA.
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Erev Shabbat 16th November and Shabbat 17th November
Chavurah for the Erev and Shabbat.
Brenda Dinsdale was born in Newcastle
upon Tyne and joined Newcastle Reform
Synagogue (NRS) in 1990. She served as
Guild Chair in and then went on to serve
two terms as Chair, the last being from
2007 to 2011.
She is the community’s volunteer caterer
preparing monthly Shabbat dinners. Educated at Dame Allan’s Girls’ School and
Durham University, Brenda also holds
counselling qualifications and achieved
level 5 NVQ in Business Management in
2007.
She has been honoured at home and abroad for her service and deep
commitment to the voluntary sector: she was awarded a Paul Harris Fellowship by Rotary, the Whitbread Award and the Gramata, the second highest
civilian honour in Belarus.
Brenda took over The Bed Centre from Michael and Sylvia Rowlands but
retired six years ago. She has remained co-ordinator of Chernobyl Continuity
and works part-time as a counsellor.
She has served as Vice-President of the Representative Council of North
East Jewry and was then elected as the first Reform President of that organisation. She still serves as an ex-officio member. She is on the Board of Directors of the Philip Cussins House Jewish Residential Home in Newcastle and
also serves on the executive of the local Council of Christians and Jews.
She has served on the Reform Rabbinic Remuneration Working Party and
was instrumental in developing a mediation course for Reform
Judaism.
We hope you will be able to attend this rather social shabbat weekend and
learn a little about the work of the Representative Council and maybe what is
still happening in Chernobyl.
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Calling all those abled body people whatever your age:

SUNDAY 18th NOVEMBER 1.30pm
at our Synagogue
Come dressed to work
You may get your hands dirty!
- old clothes advised
Council asks us to decorate the cheder room with the same colour paint
as the main hall once the wall have been made good.
We also have some light jobs around the Synagogue that need to be done.
You can also help with moral support, removing and replacing articles
within the room, filling, painting, tidying, refreshments.
You may have some odd jobs you would like to see done around the
synagogue, whether it is a book shelf to tidy, or chairs to clean… something for everyone.
Enjoy each other’s company doing something practical for the synagogue.
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Donut you want to come to our
Chanukah service
Shabbat, 8th December?

Why donuts?
Oily foods have been made to symbolise the miracle of Chanukah since the first celebration,
but it wasn’t until the Middle Ages that jelly donuts became tied to Chanukkah.
Food historian Gil Marks wrote that the first recipe for the jam donut was found in 1485, in a
cookbook printed in Nuremberg, Germany, called the Kuchenmeisterei (Mastery of the
Kitchen) — one of the first to be printed on Johannes Gutenberg’s printing press!
The original donut recipe didn’t have a hole, but rather was a pillowy pocket of dough, filled
with jam. The recipe instructed bakers to make a jam “sandwich” with two circular pieces of
dough, to be fried in lard.
The addition of jam was revolutionary, as donuts had been usually a savoury dish, filled with
mushrooms, cheese or meat. Regardless of the filling, donuts were expensive treats to make,
and not widely consumed. Other fried foods, like pancakes, fried radish cakes, and fried cheese
curds, were the Chanukah dishes of choice.
Then, in the 1500s, two important jam donut events occurred: the cost of sugar went down
with the proliferation of slaves as they produced sugar in the Caribbean, and the Kuchenmeisterei was translated into Polish. By 1600, jam donuts, called paczki, were beloved throughout
Poland on Christmas, Chanukah and other special occasions. In Yiddish, they were called
ponchiks, and fried in schmaltz, goose fat, or oil. Interestingly, unfilled donuts, in Yiddish, were
simply ‘donats.’
Throughout the 19th and 20th centuries, the tradition of jam donuts travelled with Polish Jews
wherever they immigrated. According to Marks:
‘In Israel…ponchiks soon took the name sufganiyah (sufganiyot plural), from a “spongy
dough”mentioned in the Talmud, sofgan and sfogga. The word sphog, meaning “sponge,” is so
ancient that there is a question as to whether it was initially of Semitic or Indo-European
origin.’
Sufganiyot became specifically tied to Chanukah in Israel, in the 1920s, when the Israeli Labour
Federation declared them the official food of Chanukah. What do jam donuts have to do with
labour, you ask? While latkes are easy to make at home, sufganiyot provided Israelis with jobs
— think of all the baking, transporting, and merchandising behind every box of donuts!
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For those that missed the article about Southport’s
MP in the Jewish Chronicle on October 11th, here is the article, with their
kind permission:

He may have only 500 Jews,
but he's one of Israel's biggest
defenders
Damien Moore is keen to learn from the
Jewish community - and to speak up for
Israel.
With a local Jewish
community numbering
little more than 500,
Southport MP Damien
Moore could spend his
time amongst far more
electorally important
sections of his local constituency.
After first being elected
to represent the
Merseyside seaside town
last year, the Conservative MP has already won over a large section of Southport’s
Jews with his commitment to understand their concerns – as well as his staunch defence of the state of Israel in a series of interventions during heated Westminster debates.
Speaking to the JC from his Commons office, on a day of further uncertainty over his
government’s ability to negotiate a Brexit deal, Mr Moore seems rather relieved to be
talking about the roots of his admiration for both the community and the Jewish state.
“As a kid I read a lot of history and thought a lot about how decisions get made,” said
the first Tory MP in Southport since 1992.
“Becoming a Tory was something completely natural to me – it stemmed from what I
read.
“In the same way I came to join the Conservatives, I also read quite a lot about the
Middle East – and Israel’s conflict with the other states in the region.
“The more you read, the more you recognise that the newspapers can portray a very
one-sided account of what is actually going on
“Israel is the only democratic state in the region – it is easy to forget this when you
absorb some of what is written about the country.”
/continued next page
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But Mr Moore, who was born in Workington, Cumberland, has also spent time
leaning from his local constituents on what issues are of particular concern to the
small number of Southport Jews, as well as visiting the beautiful Southport Hebrew Congregation Arnside Road synagogue to help celebrate its 125 anniversary
alongside Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis.
“I wanted to listen and learn from what I heard back from the Jewish community
locally,” explained Mr Moore. “I found much to admire in the sense of fairness, the
togetherness of the community.
“There were values there that instantly chimed with my own.
Mr Moore’s link to the wider Jewish community was strengthened earlier this
year after a meeting with the Jewish Leadership Council’s north west external affairs manager Marc Levy, in which the MP expressed an interest in seeing how issues such as mental health and social care were dealt with. It is also served as a
perfect example of how the JLC’s regional structure could work for the benefit of
both the community and for politicians outside the Westminster bubble.
The energetic MP, who took his seat with a 7.6 per cent swing from the Lib Dems
at the last general election, next requested to travel down to Golders Green,
north west London, with Mr Levy to view the innovative Head Room Café , set up
by the Jewish mental health charity Jami UK, and the local flagship Jewish Care
home.
“With both the Head Room Café and in the care home I visited you saw cleat attempts to deal with issues such as mental health and social care in a way that puts
the comfort of those using the services first,” reasoned the parliamentarian.
“Going into the Jewish Care home it felt you were inside somewhere that felt like
a good, comfortable and clean place to be residing within.
“The initiative with the café – the idea that this was somewhere you could come
if you just wanted good food, but also somewhere you could go to talk to experts
if you had issues of a mental health nature - is a spectacularly good one.
“Both in social care and in mental health these are ideas that I would not hesitate
to discuss with government as initiatives that could be rolled out nationally.”
But away from his attempts to learn from the community, Mr Moore is proud of
his interventions in the heat of often one-side debates on Israel in Westminster.
During a Westminster Hall debate on the humanitarian situation in Gaza initiated
by Labour, Mr Moore shone with his suggestion that “Whereas the Palestinian Authority want to create a lasting peace, the regime that controls Gaza wants to
wage war against the Jewish people. Such hatred informs its decisions, which
worsen the lives of ordinary Gazans.
cont. next page
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“Even more worrying is the antisemitism of Hamas. If we want to understand the
humanitarian situation in Gaza, we need to appreciate the importance of the hatred
that drives Hamas to launch bombs attached to balloons in the direction of innocent children."
Reflecting on his decision to speak up for Israel in several such debates over the
past year Mr Moore told the JC: "I just want to stand up for what I believe the right
thing.
‘Mr Moore’s link to the wider Jewish community was strengthened earlier this year
after a meeting with the Jewish Leadership Council’s north west
external affairs manager Marc Levy’….

Please mark your diaries : Marc Levy will be at our
Synagogue on Sunday 9th December, 2pm ( There will
be a chance for informal discussion). Yet to be
confirmed we hope to have Damian Moore, MP with us.
The Jewish Leadership Council (previously
known as the Jewish
Community Leadership Council) is an organization in the United Kingdom, founded in 2003,
which aims to forward the interests of the
organised Jewish community in Britain.
The Council was founded by its first Chairman, then President of the Board of
Deputies of British Jews, Henry Grunwald QC and an array of other senior UK Jewish leaders. The Council acts as an umbrella group for various Jewish community
organisations, charities, Zionist and pro-Israel advocacy groups.
The Jewish Leadership Council is a registered Charity in England and Wales
number 1115343, which brings together the major British Jewish organisations to
work for the good of the British Jewish community.
The JLC's mission is to work, through our members, to ensure the continuity in the
UK, in this and future generations, of a mainstream Jewish Community. It’s work is
to ensure that the Jewish UK community is vibrant and vital, safe and secure, assured of its place within British Society, and around of its Jewish identity and culture, confident in its support for Israel. In addition it works in the field of health, care,
welfare, wellbeing, security, education and leadership development, political
engagement and social responsibility.
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Neil Chamberlain thinks ‘Auntie’
may not be all she should B !
At the time of writing in September 2018 over the previous two
years the BBC has reported only eight terrorist rocket attacks on
Israel’s southern border. Of those eight, on seven of those occasions their reports have led with the headline highlighting Israel’s
military response, rather than the initial terrorist attacks on Israeli
citizens. Nineteen additional rocket attacks on Israel carried out
by Hamas, ISIS and other terror groups over the same period
were not reported at all.Thousands of dunams of farmland,
wheat, crops, bees and ecological nature reserves have been destroyed by incendiary kites and balloons.
Fortune and I were visiting the kibbutz where we met, Kibbutz Nir-Am in early June and
during our three day stay we were subjected to both rocket attacks in the middle of
the night and smoke from the many fires started on the periphery of the kibbutz.
Add to that the poisonous and acrid smoke from the daily burning of car tyres to create
a smoke screen to facilitate infiltration of the border fence and you have a very unhealthy place to be living and yet hardly a single word on these events from the BBC.
This unbalanced reporting is leading people to the wrong conclusions about what is
happening in the Middle East.
The BBC is failing in its legal obligation to inform and educate, and it's biased reporting
is fuelling antisemitic discourse in the United Kingdom.
The BBC Board is accountable for all its activities and for this reason I encourage you
to sign my petition asking the BBC to stop their bias against Israel
https://www.thepetitionsite.com/en-gb/takeaction/700/623/910/

https://www.israelbritain.org.uk/our-current-campaign
I also encourage you to follow the second link which will automatically write and send a
letter of complaint to your local MP along with a copy to the Secretary of State for Media and Culture, the wording of this letter may easily be altered from the suggested text
if you so desire.

I represented our Synagogue at the Interfaith Forum,
Merseyside, recently ( see picture in Chairman’s report)
and I could agree with our Islamic friends that the BBC
reporting is biased in terms of race and religion.
If you want to have fairer media representation, do sign Neil’s petition.
- Selwyn Goldthorpe
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Myself and the Stockholm engineering design team
from ARUP took part in Dig Deeper 2018 this year to
raise money for Anthony Nolan and 353 charities.
Anthony Nolan is the leading charity for helping those
with blood cancer desperately in need of lifesaving
transplants they run a register for donors aged 18-30
and help find matches for those who need blood stem
cells or bone marrow, it is a charity close to my heart
after losing a friend in her 30’s to leukaemia. 353 is a
small charitable trust set up in honour of Private
Conrad Lewis who became the 353rd British soldier to
be killed in Afghanistan. 353 help provide soldiers and
their families with long term support and has worked
this year to help reduce suicide in soldiers following
their return from conflict.
The Dig Deeper event is a 5 hour team race, traversing
some of Britain’s toughest terrain against other UK
construction companies, on foot, bike and water in a
test of fitness and navigation skills. 40 teams took part
from Simon Goldthorpe
this year, on 21st September “Team Cloudracers” (myself
and 3 of the engineering team from ARUP) completed 23.9 miles of fell running,
mountain biking, paddle boarding and a time trial bike race to the finish in 4 hours 50
minutes. It was not without incident, we managed to pick up a flat tyre in the forest
section, got completely lost in the woods and took a tumble off the bike at the lake. It
felt like a huge effort at times but getting over the finish line was a reward in itself .
We didn't win any prizes for our performance but did raise the most for the charities! A BIG THANK YOU to everyone who sponsored us!
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/simongoldthorpe

Simon, second from left, and to the right on his bike.
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The High Holy Days
There is a sense of continuity in coming to the synagogue. The
end of one year and the beginning of another. Not with a booze
up, but rather with some reflective contemplation. Yet another
year has gone by and we can think about the good, the bad, and
even those dear to us that we have lost.
The synagogue has yet again provided a focus for our
community. A sense of belonging. It was nice to see those who
had made a special eﬀort to be with us- those that have not
been so well, those that have travelled from further afield.

Student Rabbi Peter Luijendijk

I am reminded of the prayer for the community ( page 440, Days
of Awe): Firstly, ‘May He who blessed our fathers, Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob, bless this holy community’, we are reminded of
the burden of our history that is carried from one generation to
the next. People have died ( sometimes horribly, as we are
reminded by the martyrs account) so that we may stand in shul
and celebrate our High Holy Days.

‘Bless this holy community with all other holy communities’ - all religions are included, for
Judaism is an inclusive religion. We welcome strangers ( even if these days we do have door security!). We also bless their families and all they have.
Of particular relevance to me, and I should say us, is, ‘May He bless those who come to together
to maintain synagogues for prayer’. A special thanks to all of you that have helped in this aspect,
whether it was cleaning of the silver, sorting out the sukkah doors, or putting up curtains. We
also include those that come to pray in them. There is a sense that united, we stand; we support
each other; we help each other, those who can sing, those who can educate, those who can lift
and carry.
Those that light the Sabbath candles… those who make Kiddush. I am grateful to all those that
attend regularly on a shabbat to help those that keep the religion alive, and if you are there,
meaningful. In this respect, I am especially grateful to our service leaders.
May He bless those who share their food with strangers… we have had many excellent chavurahs and there are more to come, I am sure.
Give charity to the poor. May I remind you that the Kol Nidre Appeal will stay open for contributions until December. I you haven’t left you contribution in the oﬃce yet, please do so. We are
trying to keep the oﬃce door locked, and so if you do find it locked we now have a post box in
the hallway, opposite the oﬃce door, for oﬃce mail.
‘And devote themselves to the needs of society in a true spirit’. My thanks, our thanks, to all of
you that work so hard to make the synagogue function. Without your voluntary help, your kind
donations, your support, even just being there, the synagogue ( a registered charity) would not
be able to function, so that we may serve the needs of society, and our community in a true spirit.
With your contribution, we can look forward to another year.
Dr Selwyn Goldthorpe
Chairman of Council.
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"Tekyah"
by Susan Fox

I was reminded of contemporary
Argentinian composer Osvaldo Golijov's inspirational rendition of "Tekyah", during our
recent Rosh Hashonah service. This spine
tingling piece was chosen by writer A.L.
Kennedy on Radio 3's Private Passion introduced by Michael Berkley in April 2017. It
made such an impression on me at the time.
"Tekyah" was originally composed by Osvaldo
Golijov in 2005 for the film "Holocaust - a Music Memorial Film from Auschwitz" for
the 60th anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz, with the musicians performing in
the forest where prisoners were forced to wait before they were murdered in the gas
chambers. Golijov said he wrote the piece with that location in mind because he
wanted it to be an expression of the sound of the place, as though the trees were
witnesses to the horrors that took place at the time.
Musical performances were part of daily life in the extermination camp. The narratives in the film were told by three artists, who survived the Holocaust, cellist Anita
Lasker-Wallfisch and survivor of the Women's Orchestra; singer Eva Adam and the actor/director August Kowalczyk. Freshly fallen snow had left the ground and trees
white during the filming in the forest, with snow falling lightly from the branches when
the breeze blew.
The ensemble consists of a clarinet, a “hyper-accordion” with added electronics, a
brass ensemble of three French horns, three trumpets and two trombones, all
players doubling on shofar, and four shofarot. The musical material was taken from
various Jewish traditions by the composer. "Tekyah" can also be performed in a
concert hall, however the performance in the forest near Auschwitz in the 2005 film
gives the piece a particular meaning, full of poignancy.
The Hebrew tekyah means "to blow”

CHANUKAH STAMPS
Mimi Moskowitz goes to the post office to buy stamps for her Chanukah cards.
She says to the clerk "May I have 50 Chanukah stamps, please."
"What denomination?" says the clerk.
Sadie says, "Oy gevalt! Has it come to this? Alright! You should give me 30 Reform, 15
Orthodox and 5 Liberal.”
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Fruitful labours
-the art of sukkah building

Many thanks to all those that
helped, supplied, and also
tidied the sukkah at the end
of the festival.
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Just how should you wave
the lulav and etrog?
An account by Student Rabbi
Iris Marie-José Gonzalez

First, we need to say the benediction ‘al netilat lulav (= “on taking the lulav”) before performing
the mitzvah. The benediction has to be said with the object of the mitzvah in the hands – in our
case, the lulav. However, there is a specific difficulty to our mitzvah: its essence is precisely to “take”
the four species. The waving of the lulav is not a mitzvah from the Torah, but has been instituted by
the rabbis in Talmudic times. Thus it is secondary to the action of taking the four species.
How can we hold the lulav and still say the benediction before performing the mitzvah... since
once we have the four species in hand, we have already performed the mitzvah, and we cannot say
the blessing anymore?
Fortunately, this problem has been solved. Indeed, in order to perform the mitzvah of taking the
four species, they must be held in the direction in which they have grown. So, if we hold the etrog
backwards when saying the benediction, the mitzvah is not yet performed. Once the benediction is
said, we turn the etrog upward to fulfil the mitzvah.
A second way of not “taking” properly the four species while saying the benediction is to hold
only the palm tree, the willow and the myrtle, to let the etrog aside and to take it only when the
benediction has been said.
Once this first stage has been done, we have to wave the lulav. It should be waved towards the
four cardinal points, as well as up and down, three times in each direction. While performing these
movements, the etrog shall be held close to the three other species.
There are different ways of performing the waving. According to the Shulchan Aruch (Orach
Chayim 651:10), we shall first wave it ahead (towards the east) then on the right (towards the
south), behind (towards the west), on the left (towards the north) and then up and down. This is
actually the way of doing of most Ashkenazic communities and some Sephardic ones. According to
Arizal, the motions shall be to the right (towards the south), then to the left (towards the north)
ahead (towards the east) upward, downward and behind (towards the west). This practice is mostly
followed by Sephardic and Chassidic communities.
During all the motions, the tips of the four species have to remain higher than their stems.
Arizal thinks that the species shall be completely upright during the waving; only the arms shall be
stretched towards the appropriate directions.
Some communities have the custom of facing the east during the whole waving, but others are
used to turn towards the direction of the waving (thus, when waving to the south, they turn to the
right; when waving to the north, they turn to the left, etc.)
To conclude, we can say that although there are some general rules agreed by all regarding the
mitzvah of waving the lulav, several different ways of performing it coexist.
16
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Sukkot continued …
- some fruitful movers…

Our grateful thanks to Dr Stephen
Waldek ( shown above) for leading the
erev Sukkot service , and the Sukkot service and for coming over from
Menorah Synagogue to make our Sukkot
so special.
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Yo-yo Don Franks, ex champ at yo-yo - still has the style .
( Sukkot 2018)
Dr Stephen Waldek kindly lead our prayers for the evening and morning of Sukkot
on the 23rd and 24th September travelling both days all the way from Manchester- we hoped to have
his wife ,Joan , join us for the services but she was unwell- we wish her a full and speedy recovery.
On the Monday Stephen read the traditional passages that are in our pilgrim festival Machzor The old
tradition of reading from Ecclesiastes is not in our Machzor but some Reform communities have reintroduced this- he explained why he would like it to to be reintroduced via his sermon:Chapter 3 of Ecclesiastes starts with the well known verse “To everything there is a season and a
time to every purpose under heaven” (verses 1-8)
There are two verses in particular he talked about briefly:
“A good name is better than a precious ointment”.......”The preacher sought to find out acceptable
words and that which was written was upright, even words of trust”
Society today seems to have turned away from civil conversation and respectful debating. I have been
appalled by the social media responses and other derogatory remarks made against individuals and
groups with whom certain sections of society disagree. Whether it is vegans pushing their cause, Remainers verses Brexiteers or antisemitism within and outside the Labour Party, we seem to have forgotten how to address each other in such a way as to be respectful. We need to be increasingly careful
that we do not besmirch a person’s name with lies, false accusations and hateful venom. Antisemitism
is wrong and cannot be tolerated: however , in challenging and fighting this chronic scourge, we must
be careful not to make the same mistakes as those who want to harm us have made. Legitimate criticism of Israelis not antisemitismif the language is considerate, avoids hyperbole, and is based on civil
discussion of facts and not driven by dogma, prejudice and bias
While the antisemitism debate rages on, the Jewish Community must also take heed of what Ecclesiastes has to say about a good name. While the Jew hatred has taken up much of the headlines and
discussion time of late, I have noticed another worrying trend within our Jewish Community that causes me as much concern as antisemitism. I refer to the name calling and quite unacceptable way that
Continued next page/
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diﬀerent factions of the Community are addressing each other. Not only in the Jewish media but
also on social media.
As we sit in our sukkahs over the next 7 days, let us learn that we must refrain from name calling
and re-establish civil informed debate in the way that we deal with those who strive to divide and
conquer us - with it by the blatant prejudice and bigotry of the anti-semite or the rantings ozone
Jewish leader or organisation against another
Dr Stephen Waldek

( editors- a sentiment this week echoed by none other than President Donald Trump, after
members of the opposition to him received parcel bombs.)

THE LIVERPOOL JEWISH FORUM
Although raised in an antisemitic
and anti-Israel education system, Dr
Shadman Zaman became the first
Bangladeshi national ever to visit
Israel, earning a ban from his home
country. Now living in Manchester,
he is converting to Judaism, and is
a loud and proud pro-Israel activist.
Shadman also warns us about the
danger posed by the favourites to
win the impending Labour Party
National Executive Committee elections, the “JC9,” the 9 Corbynist
candidates, who seek to downplay, or not even recognise, the antisemitism that exists within the Labour Party.
Selwyn and I attended the Jewish Forum to hear from Dr Shadman
Zaman and also enjoy a very nice three course dinner in the King
David Campus Liverpool.
Shadman’s mother was also a guest at the meeting and we were quite
saddened to hear that his parents could only visit him one at a time
and only twice a year .His mother was a women’s rights activist and
also spent time helping people with disabilities . Shadman’s father was
continued next page/
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a civil servant - his position to a certain extent protecting him from a backlash because of his son’s support of Israel, however his mother had been
of the receiving end of a lot of abuse. Her educated friends have supported
her but in Bangladesh the hatred of Jews is taught in the education system- strange because there are no Jews in Bangladesh!
Shadman’s upbringing and education enabled him to read more widely
about the history of his country and question its anti Israel policy and he
told us that his Bangladeshi passport was “valid in all countries except Israel” When he wanted to visit Israel with some of the Jewish friends he had
made in Manchester whilst working as a doctor he went to the Israeli embassy with all his documents and supporting letters to see if he could get a
visa, when’re he was told to come back the next day. On returning the next
day expecting a “No” answer he was pleasantly surprised to be presented
with a visa and was able to visit Israel with his friends.
It was a very lively talk- we can recommend visiting the Jewish Forum,
there is ample secure parking at the school and the dinner before the
speakers is excellent. If anyone would like to present a talk to the forum
themselves please contact Johnny Cohen on jdcohen1956@gmail.com
Article by Gillian Goldthorpe

Letter to the Editor of the Chester Chronicle

Dear Sir,
My wife and I decided to spend a weekend in Chester and arrived on Saturday morning
to find preparations for the Gay Pride march in full swing.There was a tremendous,
excited atmosphere with participants and spectators all mixing in a friendly and colourful
way on a lovely morning.We stayed to watch the parade which was a friendly riot of
colour and sound - marred, in my opinion, by a banner carried in the parade reading “No
Pride for Israeli Apartheid”. Surely this was not an appropriate occasion for making a
questionable, political statement especially as Israel is generally accepted as being the
most LGBT friendly country in the Middle East.
Yours faithfully,
Harry Kessler
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We made more than
a song and a dance at
Simchat Torah 2018
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with

Shir Chadash

Shabbat with Shir Chadash
Shir Chadash is a tefillah (prayer) musical band that provides lively shabbat
services.
How fortunate are we, at Southport Reform, that Shir Chadash accepted our
invitation to lead us in prayer on Shabbat 20 October 2018. The service
was a musical delight!!!!! A mixture of traditional and new tunes in English and
Hebrew. The service was upbeat and uplifting!
Musicians included David Hoffman (vocals and guitar) Michael Elston (mandolin
and tambourine), Sean Fitton (flute and mandolin), Lydia Marmorstein (vocals)
and Adam Massey (sound technician).
David was very organised with printed song sheets as well as printed sidra/
haftarah sheets for an inclusive and joyful experience.
The sedra that shabbat was “Lech Lecha” and the final song tied in very nicely
with a Shir Chadash rock version of “Should I stay or should I go now” by The
Clash!!!
Report by Fortune Chamberlain
( Lovely to see this special shabbat being so well attended. The chavurah meal was splendid as

usual. Thank you all for your contributions. The whole experience was something of being on a
roll- I’m not referring to the food, rather the Rock & Roll type of music that did give the service
something of a swing.
Well done! - The Editors)
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Chairman’s News

from Dr Selwyn Goldthorpe

On 11th October I attended the Interfaith Meeting (photo above) at Anfield, home of
Liverpool FC. Knowsley’s MP, George Howarth was present. It is surprising how much
we have in common with other Faiths. Our problems are often their problems.
Our grateful thanks to Student Rabbis Peter Luijendijk and Iris Marie-José
Gonzalez for managing so professionally our High Holy Day services and Simchat Torah.
It was a real pleasure to have them stay at our home. They do try to introduce us to
new music. It is always a pleasure for us to listen and learn.
Special thanks to Neil Chamberlain for his magnificent blowing of the shofar, and
Stephen Pavion for his lovely singing.
Dr Stephen Waldek very kindly led us in a community Sukkot. It is interesting that the
theme of his sermon was one step ahead of the President of the United States! Many
thanks for making the double journey to us from Manchester. It is always a pleasure to
have him lead a service, and he is back again in December!
It was my great pleasure to award our lovely, illustrated certificates to this year’s
Kallet Torah and Kallet Bereishit , Mina Abram-Hebblewaite and Duly Platt. Both work
really hard for the synagogue. Sadly, Duly is due to leave us for her native Spain at some
time in the near future. We did have a good time though at Simchat Torah. I hope the
guests enjoyed the dancing, service, and food. My thanks to all those that work so hard
to produce such splendid kiddushim. At least this time Duly did not have to butter her
own buns!

cont. next page
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The North West Synagogues Collaboration identified common problems of :
• An ageing membership
• A reliance on a few people to devote their free time to community affairs
• A struggle to provide a full range of activities
• Ideas to develop, but a lack of people to do them
• The need to be outward looking and attractive to new people
• Difficulties engaging with and involving children and young people.
We are trying to develop a skills brokerage register, and encouraging a network of
community admin staff. We continue to want to co-operate as the way forward to
solve these problems. Hopefully, we won’t need to many meetings!
Talking of meetings, Southport will shortly host the Northern Chairs meeting. I have
been baking!
We have also been asked to be a beacon site for our views of the new, forthcoming
Reform Judaism’s ‘Covenant’. You will be pleased to hear that it is nothing to do with
witches, rather more like a constitution as to what role we all have in belonging to
Reform Judaism.
**************************

JJBS

It has come to my notice that Members may not understand that late entry to the
Joint Jewish Burial Society (joining after the age of 50 years) does not result in the
full contribution of £3300 towards the cost of a funeral, no matter how many years
you have then paid.
Should you have joined the Synagogue as a Member after the age of 50 years
then the maximum £3300 towards the cost of your funeral will only be covered by the
JJBS if an additional lump sum was paid when originally joining the scheme.
Should your Membership lapse, and sadly we have a few Members
that are falling into this category for a short time period, your Membership of
the Society is null and void. The Society is like an insurance premium, where the year’s
fee ( paid as part of your Synagogue Membership) continues to support the Society.
Once that membership for the Society has lapsed there will be a rejoining fee for
those over the age of 50 years.
As a small community, it is getting increasingly difficult to support those that are able
to and do not support Reform Judaism in Southport and District. You can always
speak to me, in strict confidence, in the event of hardship.
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Daniel Joseph Dorlin
Died 23rd September 2018
Aged 99 years
of Southport, formerly of
London

Dan will be greatly missed by his family and friends, Much loved dad of Rob
and Amanda, father-in-law, grandpa, uncle and great uncle. Passed peacefully
and will be remembered as a man of great humour and thoughtfulness.
Loved and lived life to the full. A true gentleman.
He was born at 24 Underwood Street, in the East End of London, to
parents Eva & Moss Dorlinsky. He grew up in
Nicholas Street & went to Stepney Jewish School.
He was called up to the Army when he was 20 and
served 10 months active service, before he was captured at St.Valery and spent the next 5 years as a
PoW.
Business owner, life and soul of the party, and a
charming man, Dan took up Argentine Tango in his 70s, even making it on to
the big screen in the movie Evita.
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May her memory be a blessing…

Enid Helena Marcus passed away on Monday 1st October 2018.
She was cremated at Southport crematorium on Monday 8th October , the service was led by
Rabbi Norman Zalud and her daughter Louise.
Enid was born to Rose and Ellis on the 2nd September 1924 and was the first of six children- she
had three brothers Gerald, Kenneth and Cyril . and two sisters Betty and Sheila.
Enid had a very strict upbringing and was always on hand to help her mum with her younger siblings. She had many household chores to do even before her morning walk to school. She Idolised
her father as he was a little softer with her ,being his first girl.
During the war , Enid worked as a comptometer operator, she spoke many times of the harrowing
days during the war, with rations etc. Enid met her husband Maurice and they were soon married
with her two sisters as her bridesmaids.
They moved to Southport in the 1950s and on not being able to have children of their own, they
adopted a 2 year old boy , Bryan.
Enid opened a very successful gown shop in Crosby which she had for many years, commuting
every day and being away from home fro 12 hours a day.
Enid was an amazing knitter and supplied her knitted goods to the “Jaeger” fashion house.
Enid loved gardening and often went to watch “Gardeners Question Time” programmes when they
came to Southport
.
In 1960 Enid and Maurice adopted a baby girl from birth but could not bring her home due to red
tape until she was 6 months old . Her name was Louise Janette.
Enid eventually moved, first to Hightown and then to Crosby to make working easier and so she
could spend more time with her children. Maurice retired early and so was at home to look after
Bryan and Louise.
Maurice died in 1982 fo a heart attack and from then on Enid and Louise became very close.
Bryan had moved away and so did not see his mum so often.
Louise married in 1983 and gave Enid two beautiful grandchildren, Samantha and Scott. Enid was
so proud of them and would talk about them to anyone who would listen!
Enid’s health started to deteriorate when she was 70 suﬀering with back problems. She liked her
own company and still continued to knit and enjoyed watching the horse racing and golf on the
TV. At the age of 86 she moved in with Louise where she had many happy times until she started
with dementia at 92. She did not suﬀer with her disease apart from reduced mobility . The stories
she told during her last 2 years gave Louise a lot of connections to her past.
Enid was loved by all who met her. She passed way peacefully at home surrounded by her
daughter Louise, her sister Sheila and her carer Maryanne.
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yahrzeits ()יאָרצײַט

during this issue of
L’Chayim

We remember their contribution to our lives:
YAHRZEITS IN NOVEMBER

YAHRZEITS IN DECEMBER

Trevor Kletz, Father of Tony Kletz
Denise Kletz, Mother of Tony Kletz
Sam Myerthall, Father of Audrey Swade
Alfred Morrison, Father of Edna Davis
Norman Coleman Francis, Fiancee of
Gertrude Knight
Maurice Schneider, Brother of Bella
Chilton
Samuel Oleesky, Father of Anne Kletz
Rose Fagel Schneider, Mother of Bella
Chilton
Anthony Simon Pavion, son of Lynne and
Stephen Pavion
Rabbi Sidney Kay, Father of Helen Kay
and Truda Bell

Samuel Elton, Father of Adele Davis
Alfred Zachariah, Father of Marcel Zachariah
Tom Kayne, Husband of Mary Kayne
Jeanette Globe, friend of Adele Dixon
Annie Podd, Mother of Adele Dixon
Alec Pierce, Brother of Cyril Polansky
Pearl Gold, Sister of Bella Chilton
Philip Meek, Father of Valerie Mercer
Andrea Maylott, Wife of Brian Maylott
Gilda Leigh, Aunt of Adele Dixon
Isaac Bernstein, Father of Lawrence Bernstein
Edward Lippa, Father of Paul Lippa
David Harry Halpern, Father of Lisa Sachs
Pearl Cohen, Mother of Doreen Canter

The congregation on shabbat have the opportunity to reflect on those that have
helped to make us, make our community, and contribute to the world we at
present live in.
MAY THEIR MEMORY BE A BLESSING.
Please be in shul so we can together remember our loved ones.

Yahrzeit candles are available for purchase from the synagogue. Do try to be in shul for your yahrzeit.
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NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Mazeltov!

Mina Abram-Hebblethwaite Laura Hoskin
Joanna Barnett
Mary Kayne
Louise Hazrati
Nina Silveston
Josef Hazrati
Marcel Zachariah
Henry Hipps
Go on, have a party!
Anne Kletz
Above photograph of
Joan Brooke’s Synagogue 80th
Birthday cake
If you wish to use the synagogue function room for a celebration, please contact the
office.
There are reduced rates for synagogue members!
If you wish to sponsor a page in L’Chayim, this can be done for a minimum of £10. You can pay more if you
wish. Please contact the office.
To advertise a business or an event, there is £10 minimum charge, or for a full page £40. L’Chayim is distributed around the Jewish community with an interest in Southport and District Reform Synagogue, this
includes country members, and friends of the synagogue. (ed).
Why waste postage? Place a greeting in L’Chayim to all your friends.

Have you had enough to eat?
Remember to put your spare in date food cans,
packets, and toiletries in the charity box near to the front doors of
the synagogue.
Nothing goes to waste.
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Need a
break?
In need of

The Southport Rest Home
Choice of long or short stays,
permanent residency
*Friendly atmosphere
*24 hour care
*Rooms available at reasonable rates
*Excellent food from our Kosher kitchens
*Conservatory overlooking Hesketh Park
*Beautiful synagogue for your convenience
Also available : self-contained flats
Enquiries to Dee on 01704 531975
The Home is looking for volunteers to take chair-bound
residents out to the nearby local park and amenities.
If you can spare a little time for this mitzvah, please contact
Julie on the above number. You are only young once!
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A rabbi was once passing through a field where he saw a very old
man planting an oak tree. ‘Why are you planting that tree?’ Said he.
‘You surely do not expect to live long enough to see the acorn grow
up into an oak tree?’
‘Ah,’ replied the old man, ‘my ancestors planted trees not for themselves, but for us, in order that we might enjoy their shade and fruit. I
am doing likewise for those who will come after me’
Talmud Ta’anit 23a

A legacy to Southport and District Reform Synagogue today
is a special gift to our tomorrow.
After considering your family and friends, you may also want to leave an
amount in your will to charities. Please consider making S&DRS one of your
charities. S&DRS future will be all the more secure so that our children may continue to practice the religion of their choice in Southport.
The responsibility to protect what was given
to us, build on it and pass it on to the next
generation in a better, stronger state is incumbent on us all. The gift of continuity in
your will, whether large or small, will help to
ensure that our community will continue for
generations to come.
L’dor v’dor—from generation to generation.
Remember S&DRS when writing your will. Even if you have already made a will,
you can amend it at any time and make your gift by using a simple document, a codicil. We can provide the correct wording for this. It is always advisable to seek professional advice when drafting something as important as a will. S&DRS can supply you
with details of a number of local solicitors who are willing to offer advice.
Please give this some thought - your contribution can make a significant difference.
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The following kind people have been elected to
serve on the Council of
Southport Reform Synagogue

Chairman Chair

Dr Selwyn Goldthorpe

Vice Chair

Gillian Goldthorpe

Honorary Secretary

Fortune Chamberlain

Honorary Treasurer

Tony Kletz

Presiding Warden

Duly Platt

Other members of the Synagogue’s Council :

Mina Abram-Hebblethwaite

Joan Brooke

Faith Choueke

Richard Choueke

Sue Fox

Harry Kessler

Anne Kletz

Matt Suher

‘Let us come together in God’s name and prepare to do God’s will’
from Prayer for Committee Meetings, p 366 Siddur, Forms of Prayer 2008

Southport Reform & District Synagogue is a registered charity, number 227576.
Please be advised that our complaints procedure is available from the synagogue office.

As a synagogue member should you not wish to receive the membership copy of L’Chayim and wish to unsubscribe, please e-mail the synagogue office or send a message via the web site to the synagogue office.
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